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clearly an imaging technique which can dis-
play structures exquisitely, both in health
and disease. Obviously this makes MRI very
useful for medical practice, which relies
heavily on structural changes for making a
diagnosis. PET on the other hand, measures
the capacity of brain tissue to handle certain
tracer compounds and calculates from that a
specified function. To look for visual con-
trast between one and another region (which
is implied in "imaging") is not the first aim
of this method. PET will remain for the fore-
seeable future a clinical research technique
because of the limited number of available
PET centres, but may also ultimately
(according to Ter-Pogossian) have a further
reaching effect on medicine than MRI
imaging.

Research results are presented in a further
six chapters, two concerned with MRI im-
aging and four using PET. All the authors
are leading specialists in their fields and the
material is presented expertly and usually in
much detail. Inevitably the balance between
the several chapters is not ideal. For
instance chapter 2, supposed to deal with
phosphorus-3 I magnetic resonance im-
aging, does not really belong in the book as
it deals with spectroscopy in rats only and
concentrates on the description of many
technical details more or less indicating that
imaging of P-31 is still a long way off.
The third chapter deals with MRI im-

aging of sodium-23 by Hilal and co-workers.
This fascinating technique is clearly
described (the text was previously published
in a journal elsewhere).
However, the authors betray their back-

ground by stressing "image contrast" more
than the possible functional implications of
being able to determine regional brain
sodium content. Also it is not made clear
how this technique could be exploited to
investigate ischaemic brain disease.
The bulk of the data at present available

about "functional mapping" of human
brain in relation to cerebrovascular disease
is contained within the last four chapters,
presenting the viewpoints of four different
PET groups. Jones of the London group
summarises the advantages of the method
using continuous inhalation of gaseous
tracers labelled with oxygen-15, allowing
regional measurements of oxygen utilisation
combined with cerebral blood flow. Clearly
combination of tracers for perfusion
measurements and determination of actual
energy metabolism has been very fruitful in
studying pathophysiology of ischaemic
lesions. Pawlik and colleagues from the
Cologne group describe thoroughly, diffuse
and focal changes of glucose metabolism in

a large group of patients with
of ischaemic lesions. The ren
an ischaemic lesion on other
brain are presented admirablI
detail. Yamamoto and colleal
Montreal group concentrate (

measurements of regional blo
gen metabolism, glucose utilis:
The abundance of data seems
together for the reader who i
with the topic. The authors si
posing patterns of functional
in ischaemic disease, althougl
tions remain; such as those c
validity of the method of it
measurements. The specifii
inherent to PET studies of rel
of varying functional values ir
brain regions to a clinic
expressed by a multitude of 1

and symptoms, are beautif
strated by this study and courn
with.
The last chapter by Syrota

group is an excellent review
odological problems of measu
brain pH using PET. This ch
strates nicely how much qu
specific functions lies at the
measurements while images co
fact no image is used (or ne
paper. The author also con
flow, oxygen metabolism and
ments and suggests interesting
for the finding of local alkalos
cerebral infarction. As a bonu
of brain protein synthesis mea
PET is given, although no me:
how to use this in the sti
brovascular disease.

For whom is this book inte
give the neurologist who h
interest in brain pathoph
cerebrovascular disorders a gi
of the present state of the art (p
far as PET is concerned), alth
erable effort will have to be
studying methodological ai
aspects. This circumstance v
make the book less suitable fc
clinical neurologist.
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1986.

Professor Goodwin is a born st(
this book is a detective story at
It sets the scene by defining the

Book reviews
several types putting it in historial perspective; describes

note effects of the main characters with the help of spicy
r parts of the quotations from Kierkegaard, Pathol, Will-
y and in great iam James, Sigmund Freud and Erica Jong,
gues from the and then takes us on a path through treat-
on combining ment to find a solution.
od flow, oxy- The book is written at rare pace and verve.
ation and pH. "Hooray for anxiety" writes Goodwin on
difficult to put the second page and from then on we gallop,
is not familiar molto-vivace through the physiology and
ucceed in pro- psychology of anxiety, the pharmacology of
abnormalities anti-anxiety drugs and descriptions of the
h many ques- different anxiety disorders. An appendix in-
oncerning the cludes a set of notes and references that
tracellular pH make almost better reading than the rest of
Ic difficulties the text. Here we read that a recent Ameri-
lating a range can President used to dictate to his secretary
n a number of whilst seated on a commode, that a patient
,al condition in the United States has recently been
variable signs awarded $250,000 in a malpractice case be-
fully demon- cause of delay in being treated with anti-
ageously dealt depressants, and that French psychiatrists

have a lower opinion of the American
of the Paris Classification (DSM II) than those in other
of the meth- countries.
iring regional The story is a good read and if the solution
vapter demon- to anxiety is not found by the end of the
antitation of book it hardly matters. The lay reader is.
basis of PET brought into contact with the latest work on
me second. In anxiety in the most digestible way and, like
eded) in that all good detective stories, once begun the
nbines blood book is difficult to put down. Nevertheless, I
pH measure- have major reservations about the degree of
explanations oversimplification that is necessary to make

,is in subacute this book suitable to the average reader. One
is a summary has to cut corners to make easy reading but
surements by headings such as "The Brain Makes Mor-
ntion is made phine" and "PET: Seeing Thoughts" go too
udy of cere- far. The book is also far too uncritical to be

a good text for psychiatrists in training. Al-
-nded? It will though the author rightly criticises DSM III
as a special as being based on an arbitrary "list of diag-
iysiology of nostic criteria suggesting a certainty and
ood overview consensus that do not exist" he nonetheless
)articularly as follows this by a series of chapters which
lough consid- appear to give uncritical acceptance of the
e directed in new classification. Wolpe's outdated con-
nd technical cept of reciprocal inhibition as the mech-
vill probably anism of action of desensitisation in phobias
ir the general is repeated and a statement of the WHO that

benzodiazepines were being significantly
KL LEENDERS abused is dismissed as it was "based more on

hunch than on data".
It is difficult to write well for the general

public on any specialised subject and it is"
234; £12 50.) easy to criticise those who make the attempt.
versity Press, Professor Goodwin has almost succeeded

and if his book goes to a second edition I
hope he will be able to remove the intel-

oryteller and lectual sloppiness that mars its merit.bout anxiety.
subject and PETER TYRER
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